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Mobile devices and personal computers, apart being great tools for communication and managing
all types of work, are also the tools of great recreation. They have made these devices to be used
as full fledged video consoles. In response to this additional function of these devices many
developers have come up with highly entertaining games for these devices. Automobile Racing
games have been developed in mind boggling varieties with these games offering you simulation of
real life experience. Drag racing on PC game is yet other types of racing games made for mobile
devices. Drag racing refers to a special type of racing which is run for on a short track of about 400
to 800 meter only. Drag racing game was developed ion the one of the most popular mobile device
operating system Android. The great advantage of this platform was one could download thousands
of apps from Android Market place. The same game, Drag racing on PC can be now enjoyed on
your PC even without having an Android based mobile device or a tablet.

This is made possible by the innovative program developed by Bluestacks, called App Player. This
program is designed to enable you to run many apps on your PC. What is the importance of this
new development? You must realize that most of our PCs are based on Microsoft Windows and so
you can not run apps designed for Android operating system. So the App Player is a program that
facilitates this interface of working android apps on Windows based PC. You can run many useful
apps as well as android based games. Fruit ninja for pc is yet another game that is designed as an
Android device game but if you have installed BlueStacks App Player, you can run Fruit ninja for pc
as well as other games on your PC. The App Player allows you to enjoy these games without dual
booting even if you are using two operating systems. This is achieved by creating a Virtualization
Layer which acts as an interfacing layer between Windows Operating system and Android apps you
wish to run on your PC.
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BlueStacks offers latest apps for your PC or desktop by which you can run android on pc  which is
compatible not only with windows but also for Mac OS. Now a words with friends for pc and enjoy
the a angry birds for pc.
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